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home, and taught the children good manners. He could
for most people, the marriage was arranged
tomb paintings, and other art and inscriptions, show
those societies was almost always on how women could
the groom and the bride's father would draw up a
it to me!' especially when you know it is in the place
she is efficient. Don't keep saying to her `where is it? bring
another sage, Ani, proffered a recipe for a happy life:
makes clear: “Love your wife, feed her, clothe her, and
as the following exhortation from the sage, Ptah-Hotep,
setting up a house. A man was expected to love his wife,
marriage remained hers to do with as she pleased. The
was perceived. Still, the ideal of the ancient Egyptian
wives as he could support, as could any royal man of
or consort but the king was allowed to have as many
was emphasized as a value even among the stories of
as the Egyptians valued social harmony it makes sense
away from her husband is a deep water whose course is
a prostitute or a woman lacking or excelling in sexual
the famous Papyrus Turin 55001, which describes various
identified in Egypt and prostitution is not mentioned in any
egyptologist Steven Snape notes, “The evidence for
prostitution was not considered a concern either and, as
lack of any - was not thought a matter of consequence.
abortions were also available and there was no more
112)
wool with the mixture and insert into the vagina. (Lewis,
’t’ may be the root of the word for ‘practise’ or ‘exercise’ in
Egyptian. It is not clear if the word for ‘practice’ is a
noun or a verb. It is used to refer to a range of activities,
homosexual. Unmarried women were free to have sex
information on sexual positions and practices which is
“strange woman”, nephthys.
Audience. Osiris is seen as guiltless in the story as he
herself as Isis to seduce Osiris. The chaos which follows
to murder Osiris after nephthys (Set’s wife), dresses
in ancient Egyptian literature. One of the most
stories and warnings about unfaithful women appear
ancient Egyptians and sex
egyptologist Erika Feucht writes:
workers with their husbands, not subordinate to them.
expected to be obeyed, women were respected as co-
though the man was the head of the household, and was
many other similar inscriptions men and women are seen
found nothing bad about you.” The husband in this
says of his wife, “woe, you have been taken from me, the
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love, sex, and marriage which one would enjoy eternally

(nardo, 20). some of these more pleasant aspects were

perpetuate its most pleasant aspects in the hereafter"

romano writes, "the egyptians loved life and hoped to

practicing kindness in one's daily life. scholar james f.

order to return.

to be able to see an image of themselves or their name in

person's name and image were lost their soul was

erased from the walls. one's spirit only lived on if one was

another way such conflicts could be resolved was to wipe

their help in calling off the spouse's vendetta.

accomplished, the curse would be lifted. ceramic shards

whatever atonement was necessary and, once it was

cases a man or woman would go to the priest and have a

sometimes, the person so afflicted contacted a priest to

evil spirits.

bad luck or circumstances which were thought to be

multiple examples of inscriptions and spells to ward off

had already passed on, including one's spouse. if one did

favorite tree, best-loved dog or cat, and those people who

find all which one had left behind on earth - one's home,

justified, passed on to the field of reeds. there one would

nuheh, but it was also called the shenu, which meant

to be feared by any egyptian. one ancient name for it was

the egyptian belief in eternity was an important

they did when they were on earth.

men. if one had a good relationship with one's spouse

and would even continue in the afterlife. most men only

marriage was expected to last one's lifetime, however,

divorce, the dowry provided by the groom at the time of

periods appear to be true marriage contracts. in the case

central authority was more involved in the proceedings.

proceedings seem to have become more codified and a

agreements became more complicated as divorce

during the new kingdom and late period these

be divided with his wife according to the original

mindedness concerning property rights and the economic

marriage was over. historian margaret bunson notes that

one or both spouses asked for a divorce, material

their arms around each other and there was an ideal of

paintings and sculptures show contented couples with

family was the living unit of egyptian society. wall

was of royal stock, would have been trained in managing

a boy at this time would have already learned his father's

and 18 or 20 for boys.

girls were married as young as age 12 and boys age 15

brother marriage of deities such as isis and osiris or nut

whomever they chose (following the example of the sister-

...